Introduction
Extending the work of Lax [6] , using the theory of oscillatory integrals and Fourier integral operators, Duistermaat and Hormander [3] constructed global parametrices of fundamental solutions of strongly hyperbolic differential operators with smooth coefficients. The singular spectra of these objects are certain Lagrangean manifolds. The explicit formulas make it possible at least in principle to see how such a parametrix behaves close to its singular support. In particular, it should be possible to investigate the existence and non-existence of sharp fronts. These are defined as follows. Let Y be a closed subset of a manifold X containing the singular support of a distribution F and let U be a component of X\Y whose boundary conatins a point X Q of Y. We say that F is sharp or has a sharp front at X Q from U if there is a neighborhood V of X Q such that F has a C°° extension from U to U fl V. When this does not happen, -F is said to be diffuse or to have a diffuse front at X Q from U. For instance, the distributions in one variable (x ± z'O) ~J are diffuse from both sides of the origin but their difference 2m8(x) = (x -z'O)" 1 -(.r-fz'O)" 1 is sharp from both sides. The singular support of the forward fundamental solution of a second order hyperbolic differential operator is the corresponding forward light-cone. The fundamental solution is sharp from the outside for the trivial reason that it vanishes outside the cone. On the other hand, the classical parametrix construction by
Hadamard shows that it is diffuse and sharp from inside the cone according as the number n of variables is odd or even. In the latter case, when n^>2 and the operator is homogeneous with constant coefficients, the inside of the light-cone is a lacuna, i.e. the fundamental solution vanishes there.
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As it turns out, oscillatory integrals as defined in [4] hardly ever define distributions with sharp fronts. But in parametrices of, e.g., forward fundamental solutions of hyperbolic operators these integrals occur in pairs whose sums may have sharp fronts. The pairing involved is actually an intrinsic affair connecting oscillating integrals with phase functions of opposite signs in such a way that the pairing survives pssages to equivalent phase functions, the only ambiguity being a change of sign which can be interpreted as the square of the Maslov index.
Continuing work by Petrovsky [7] , the paper [1] by Atiyah-BottGarding dealt with sharp fronts and lacunas of forward fundamental solutions of hyperbolic operators with constant coefficients. The main tool was a topological criterion for the existence of lacunas invented by Petrovsky. A local version of it, the local Petrovsky criterion, is tied to the existence of sharp fronts. We shall extend it to distributions defined by paired oscillatory integrals and apply the results to fundamental solutions of strongly hyperbolic differential operators with variable coefficients. Our results are far from complete. The criterion in its general form remains a conjecture and its invariance and stability properties have to be made precise, but already in simple cases it yields some new results. § 1. Paired oscillatory integrals.
I shall use the notations and results of Hormander [4] Then, passing to companions and changing the sign of the phase function leaves the equivalence (4) unchanged apart from a factor ±1. In fact, we have
Lemma. It follows from (4) that
modulo smooth functions -where is constant on A close to (.r 0 , £ 0 ).
The proof is easily extracted from [4] , the essential point being that the coefficients c a = c a (A) of the formula (3.2.6) of [4] 
have the property that c a (-A) = (-iy> al/2 c a (A).
It follows from the formula (3.2.11) of [4] that (7) holds with the factor i N~^~ff O n the right which, by virtue of (2) and (3) 
Note. It is easy to verify that (7), taken as a requirement that the two sides be proportional, uniquely determines the pairing a-^>a' up to a factor and that (7) then holds as written. Note that ( -l) <r "is the square of i ff~, a factor which for oscillatory integrals accounts for the
Maslov index ([4] pp. 154-163).
Oscillatory integrals of the type (1) will be called simple while those of the form
are said to be paired. Note that with assumptions as in the lemma,
Polar coordinates. Let us write (1) in terms of the expansions (5) and (6) . This will be done using certain chains and cycles. The zero set of (p in Q will be denoted by $(x).
Petrovsky chains and cycles. 
Proof. Stokes' formula, the fact that df(x, 0) vanishes of infinite order when Q is real and the properties of Petrovsky chains shows that the right side of (3) equals , 0) +zO) with integration over R 1 *' 1 . We shall now state a hypothesis, viz. Note. The cycle /? that appears in the Petrovsky condition can probably serve for all regular phase functions close to <p, making the criterion stable under small changes of (p. It remains to make this statement precise and also to prove that the criterion is invariant under shifts to equivalent phase functions. Applied to the parametrix E(x) of the fundamental solution of a second order strongly hyperbolic differential operator in n variables, the criterion shows that JL(x) is sharp and diffuse at the origin from inside the light-cone according as n is even or odd, a result implicit already in the classical construction by Hadamard (Lectures in Cauchy's Problem-•• (1921), Dover Publ.) For higher order equations, corresponding results would imply sharpness at the origin from inside regions corresponding to lacunas in the constant coefficient case. Here the proofs will require a modified Petrovsky criterion involving the entire parametrix and not only each paired term separately. The curve q> = 0, <^s -0 in the y l9 ;y 2 -plane has a cusp dividing the plane into two regions where s->cp(x, 6) has one or three real zeros. The points of Figure 3 show the positions of the zeros in the various parts and, when relevant, also the intervals of 0+ (.r) and 0_ (.r). According to the rules above, the paired oscillatory integral has sharp and diffuse fronts as given by Figure 3 . Next, assume that has an isolated singularity as before but that $? (4) The surface <p = <p g = Q in y l9 y 2 , y 3 -space is then a swallow's tail whose sections with the planes y t = const are sketched in Figure 4 together with the positions of the zeros of the polynomials (5). Applying our criteria we get a Figure 5 to be interpreted as Figure 3 .
To its first column one might add that 
